Although not a new focus for rhetorical study, social change is receiving renewed attention in textual research. For example, several recent reports have argued for a stronger awareness and articulation of the role discourse plays in processes of change
. In his examination of the emergence of Thomas Edison's electric light, Bazerman (1999) showed that even when social transformation is linked to technological change, sustainable social changes must be created and maintained through discursive activity (p. 156). Whereas change is often associated solely with material events, Bazerman's analysis demonstrated that for any material event to produce change, it must also operate and succeed symbolically. In other words, it must create "significant and stable meanings" within the discursive systems in which the technology resides (p. 335).
The study reported here builds on Bazerman's (1999) concept of discursive stability by investigating how discursive processes are used to achieve and stabilize ideological change. Specifically, this study examines the syntactic and pragmatic features that enable such messages to take hold within a specific discourse and a specific social activity. As Hyland (2001) has written, research literature has shown how various linguistic features create relationships between writers and readers of academic texts. Hyland lists self-mention, hedges and boosters, evaluative commentary, interpersonal metadiscourse, theme selections, stance markers, and the construction of readers in texts as important devices academic writers have used to negotiate meaning making in their texts (p. 550). Whereas Hyland's academic texts were written to persuade an audience of the legitimacy and accuracy of research, they could be considered attempts to create change. However, the study reported here was designed to examine more overt attempts to bring about ideological change. These arguments emerged from a discursive context (outlined below) in which a market-based ideology was held up and promoted as a legitimate and desirable model for both corporate training and academic education. Described as "corporate universities," the discourse about these corporate training centers can be seen as part of an overt attempt to change corporate, academic, and wider social perspectives about training, education, and the role of market-based practices in these contexts. study of Edison's emergent electrical technology, an encroaching ideological model (e.g., the corporatization of higher education) can be productively examined as an emergent technology. 1 Like an emerging technology, we may predict that its success (its adoption) is dependent on the abilities of its promoters to disrupt and displace existing beliefs and practices, introduce new beliefs and practices, and then stabilize these within a new regime. We may also predict that adoption carries with it both practical and ideological values and implications. For example, Bazerman (1999) writes, For any technology to succeed (that is, to establish an enduring place within the world of human activities), it must not only succeed materially (that is, produce specified and reliably repeatable transformations of matter and energy); it must also succeed symbolically (that is adopt significant and stable meanings within germane discourse systems in which the technology is identified, given value, and made the object of human attention and action). (p. 335) For market-based models of training and education to succeed, proponents must create similar "stabilized representations" (Bazerman, 1999, p. 308) of their model/vision within situated, symbolic, discursive practices that compete with and eventually displace accepted concepts, meanings, and interpretations of corporate training and higher education. In displacing accepted meanings, the new technology will become perceived as what Bazerman (1999) calls a "unitary social fact" (p. 144), meaning it "aggregates its own core of meanings, which draw the various other relevant discursive systems together in a new configuration" (p. 144). In other words, the new model must gather its own diverse set of rhetorical meanings into a core concept. This core concept (the corporate university) would then configure and interpret other associated discourses (organizational training, academic education) according to its own rhetorical systems.
This process, whereby a specific discourse (or an integrated framework of discourses) prepares the groundwork for the eventual stabilization of a larger social change has been witnessed in other contexts of change including academic organizations (Faber, 1996) , emerging market-based economics in Eastern Europe (Kelly-Holmes, 1998) , and academic mission statements resistant to corporate encroachment (Connell & Galasiński, 1998) . For example, Kelly-Holmes (1998) writes about the "macro conditions" that Western advertisers established in formal centrally planned economies in Eastern Europe.
These macroconditions were created through a specific language that introduced and stabilized the new market-based economy. Such research has been instrumental in showning that change must be constructed by achieving discursive stability and in showing the semantic features (narratives, topical features, the "what" that texts say) that have enabled this stability to occur.
My own examination of corporate university texts was designed to build on the above research by examining the discursive features of texts that argue for change (what Kelly-Holmes, 1998 , calls the "how" of what they are saying, p. 343). In developing this research into the discourse of corporate universities, I chose to examine these texts of change at a micro level (grammatical level) to determine if the process of achieving discursive stability was evident in pragmatic or syntactic features. 2 The goal of this study was to examine potential discursive features that enabled macro conditions to be placed within the discourse of change and to detail how these macro conditions were then stabilized within the process of change.
IDEOLOGICAL CONTEXT: THE CORPORATE UNIVERSITY
The texts examined here are part of what Gee, Hull, and Lankshear (1996) called "fast capitalist texts" (p. 25), texts that create a vision promoting global capitalism, the predominance of multinational corporations, and an embrace of the free market in all sectors of life (pp. 26-31) . In writing about what they describe as "the new capitalism," Gee et al. point to a new discursive ideology about work and about the ways workplaces and organizations are restructuring employment. They described this ideology in this way:
The very structure and needs of a new and transformed capitalism (sometimes called "post-capitalism," e.g., Drucker, 1993) is leading, it is said, to a more meaningful, humane, and socially just-though more stressful-workplace. . . . The new capitalism is based on the design, production, and marketing of "high quality" goods and services for now saturated markets. . . . The winners design customized products and services on time/on demand faster and more perfectly than their global competition does or they go out of business. The new capitalism is driven . . . by such factors as greatly increased global hypercompetition, massive technological changes, and the demands and desires of increasingly sophisticated customers.
As Gee et al. (1996) show, the issues associated with these texts run deep. They argued that "the fast capitalist version of the new capitalism is . . . profoundly imperialistic, seeking to take over practices and social identities that are (or were) the terrain of other Discourses connected to churches, communities, universities, and governments" (p. 26). These are texts concerned with creating a certain kind of social vision, texts that Gee et al. call "enactive texts" (p. 33) . Enactive texts are visionary in that they attempt to create a vision of a new world that includes new values, social purposes and practices, and new social identities that efface older and existing values, relations, and identities (p. 33).
As an enactive text, the corporate university emerged as a popular and widespread concept in the mid-1980s and continued into 2001-2002 as large corporations centralized their training facilities and branded them "colleges" and then "universities." These were largely training centers that brought together all aspects of an organization's training and human resource development. Hawthorne, Libby, and Nash (1983) identified corporate universities as centralized training sites created and administered by a corporation whose primary business objective is not education (p. 2). Corporate universities were tasked with new employee training, continuous education for employees, and special courses or programs that met organizationspecific needs. Eurich (1985) predicted that these programs would grow throughout corporate America and become prominent features of not only corporate life but also of America's higher education landscape. For example, General Motors Institute (now Kettering University) was one of the first corporate colleges in America, dating to a training program run by Albert Sobey in 1919. Other prominent corporate universities include Motorola University, Harley-Davidson University, Symbol University, Hamburger University (McDonald's Corp.), and the corporate universities administered by General Electric Company's divisions, including Crotonville, its company-wide management-training institute.
More recent attempts to define and categorize corporate education programs have proven difficult because of the wide variation of programs, the lack of a central registry of programs, and the shifting terrain of this new area (Thompson, 2000; Wilcox, 1987) . Thompson (2000) argued that there is a lack of a clear and consistent definition of what constitutes a corporate university or college. Additionally, he showed that among the 26 institutions initially categorized as corporate colleges by Eurich (1985) , only 5 existed in 2000, and no new corporate colleges were established between 1985 and 2000 (p. 336). Thompson attributed this decline in corporate colleges to a loss of interest in and the ongoing demands of accreditation, to a tendency to outsource training, and to an increased willingness of academic colleges and universities to partner with corporations (p. 339). Despite the decline in accredited corporate colleges, the number of self-identifying corporate universities increased throughout the 1990s, and writers have redefined the concept of the corporate college in an attempt to better categorize newer and changing forms of corporate education (Allen, 2002) . Because few of these new programs offer accredited degrees or certificates, accreditation is no longer an identifying issue. Micklethwait and Wooldridge (2000) allowed corporate universities to simply self-identify when they profiled sites operated by Motorola, McDonald's (Hamburger University) and Andersen Consulting (Center for Professional Education) (pp. 68-69).
Corporate Universities as a Model for Higher Education
Although the term corporate university initially referred to centralized training programs, subsequent arguments and profiles of corporate universities intersected the "training program" discourse with an emerging market-based higher education discourse. In the mid1990s, promarket advocates within business and education literatures began claiming that these training centers could represent an alternative, for-profit, market-based model for higher education. In the extreme, the corporate university was cited as a competitor with academic universities. For example, writing about management education, cited several corporate-run educational programs that compete with traditional academic MBA and undergraduate business programs. Moore went so far as to predict that these corporate programs would force many generalist and less renown academic programs to close. Micklethwait and Wooldridge (2000) claimed that there are approximately 1,600 corporate universities in America, and they claimed that corporate centers boast newer, more expensive, and more expansive facilities than most of America's academic universities (pp. 68-69). Davis and Botkin (1994) argued that although traditional universities will continue to be needed to "carry out basic education and research," companies "will increasingly take on teaching themselves" (p. 97). They claimed, "the best" corporate education programs "are far superior in their ability to educate than are many lower-tier public and private diploma mills" (p. 101). , a corporate university consultant, and perhaps one of the loudest (and perhaps self-interested) critics of academic-based higher education, argued in the Chronicle of Higher Education that corporate universities present "a significant threat" to academic universities, which have had "a monopoly" on higher education "since the middle ages" (p. B10).
These arguments have furthered the debate about greater marketbased initiatives in higher education. Fairclough (1992) , a critic of market-based approaches to education, identified what he called the "metaphorical transfer of the vocabulary of commodities and markets into the educational order of discourse" (p. 208). He claimed that market-based educational discourse had created its own vocabulary based on a reconceptualization of "skills," "competence," and the ways these concepts bring together education, career, and workplace preparation (p. 209). As Fairclough and others have noted (see, e.g., Aronowitz, 2000; Hanna et al. 2000; Jarvis, 2000; Lewis & Smith, 1994) , the colonization of academic space by market discourse has had very tangible consequences on the design of curriculum, the relations between faculty members and students, the significance of revenue generation activities, and the role of research within academic sites. 4 Yet, in their discussion of the evolution and role fads play in current management practices, Micklethwait and Wooldridge (1996) were especially critical about inflated claims regarding corporate learning and the knowledge worker. They wrote that training departments are "forever on the lookout for ideas that will help inflate the training budget, while the 'human resource specialists' are suckers for any theorist who argues for 'putting people first'" (p. 62). Micklethwait and Wooldridge's dismissive statement may be appropriate. Perhaps corporate universities have been a creative way to leverage more resources for trainers and training budgets. Yet this account does not explain the impact and longevity of fast-capitalist discourses that accompanied the rhetoric of the corporate university as training center. Thompson (2000) summarized this irony well, noting that the mid-1980s prophesies of "dramatic growth and significance of corporate colleges remains unfulfilled although . . . the broader corporate involvement in education and training in the United States and Canada remains enormously significant" (p. 340). In other words, although it has provided little within its own corporate constituency, the ideology of the corporate university continues to create change in academic higher education.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD
To investigate the ways the ideology of the corporate university has influenced changes in academic communities, the research framed these ideological social practices as occurring within specific textual formations. This approach combined Critical Discourse Analysis with aspects of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), thereby responding to concerns for a closer "anchoring" of text analysis with SFL (Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999, pp. 139-149 ; see also Note 2). My focus in this research was verb phrases, specifically the use of modality as a method for promoting furtive ideological activity. In this section, I will briefly review the concept of linguistic modality, and I will explain my rationale for this focus. The section will then outline how the research data were collected and analyzed.
Modality and the Speaker's Relation to Claims
As a grammatical system for transformation and a key functional method by which speakers and writers express how they want the world to unfold, modality would appear to be a useful and important component of change discourse. The English verb phrase can be divided into three functional categories: full verbs, primary verbs, and modal auxiliary verbs (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik, 1985 see also Vande Kopple, 2002, p. 243) . Modal auxiliary verbs express the concepts of volition, probability, and obligation, and they consist of the following verbs: "can," "could," "might," "must," "ought to," "will," "would," "shall," and "should." The quasi-modals-"have (got) to," "need to," "had better"-and the parenthetical modals-"I think," "I believe," and "I am sure"-can, but do not necessarily, accomplish similar functions within the sentence. These forms of the modal are complemented by adjectival, participial, and nominal expressions such as the following: "be able to," "be going to," "necessary," "probably," "certainly," "perhaps," and "maybe."
Whereas full verbs indicate the world as we have found it (it is a sunny day), modality indicates the possibility, volition, or obligation of seeing the world (it can/will/must be a sunny day). In this way, modality is a resource for fact construction within written discourse as it enables speakers to convey a degree of commitment to the validity of their propositions (Vandenbergen, 1997, p. 344) . As Fairclough (1992) wrote, modality is "a point of intersection in discourse between the signification of reality and the enactment of social relations" (p. 160).
Functionally, modals position the speaker's claims in relation to fact, possibility, ability, or likelihood. Modality allows speakers to qualify their commitments to what they say, reflecting a judgment about the possibility of an activity or a conclusion. For example, the phrase "John works today" can be differentiated from the phrases "John will work today" and "John can work today," which employ the modals will and can to imply probability and ability (Turnbull & Saxton, 1994, p. 147) . However, as Halliday (1994) noted, modality also becomes paradoxical because speakers will state that they are certain explicitly when they are not (p. 362). In other words, by insisting for a proposition's truth-value, (it must be true, it will be true, it is going to be true) the speaker reveals that the proposition remains in doubt. As Vandenbergen (1997) explained, "a high degree of commitment to the truth value of a thesis reflects the speaker's aim to convince others of the truth of a debatable point of view" (p. 353). Thus, Vandenber-gen wrote that hedging or other discursive features that reveal low confidence often accompany modality or what she calls "low-value selections" (p. 351; see also Van Dijk, 1995, pp. 261-262) .
This approach, which integrates low-value selections with the functional use of modality, borrows from systemic grammar (Fairclough, 1992, p. 159; Halliday, 1994) , whose advocates accord hedges, intonation patterns, some uses of tense (aspect), and some forms of presupposition as forms of modality. The systemic approach is taken as a way to emphasize the social importance (performance) of modality and to show how certain forms beyond auxiliaries play a role in meaning construction and assertion. Table 1 summarizes this systemic approach to modality.
Rather than viewing modality as strictly a grammatical device, modality is seen as a system of transformation. This means that through modality, speakers and writers transform interpretations of events into "facts" or "truths" (Fairclough, 1992, p. 160) . Thus, we can hypothesize that much of the activity of change may occur through sentence modality. In addition, we can also hypothesize that ideological traces may also be evident within sentence modality as writers create and present (new) meanings within unstable social contexts.
In my examination of these corporate university claims, I defined modality using systemic categories, examining modal auxiliaries and adverbs, tense, hedging, and presupposition. In addition, I included indefinite pronouns used as proforms for substitution (some, many, more) as an occurrence of hedging. This decision may be controversial. However, as Quirk et al. (1985 Quirk et al. ( /1999 noted, these proforms represent a "specifiable (though indefinite)" quantity or amount (p. 275), and when used to substitute for quantifiable amounts, their actual reference becomes ambiguous. Thus, these forms function in the same way as modality, as the specific meaning they construct is ambiguous and must be resolved as the audience derives or forms meaning from the text.
In addition to categorizing modality, I also recorded the use of the progressive aspect as used in all three categories of claims. Although not typically included in studies of modality, the progressive aspect functions to construct a sense of temporal transformation and a degree of temporal ambiguity within claims. Quirk et al. (1985 Quirk et al. ( /1999 wrote that the progressive aspect is indicated by the ing form of the verb following be, for example, are playing, are studying, is reading, is creating. The primary function of the progressive aspect is to situate an event within the flow of time. The progressive indicates that an event was initiated in the past, but it stretches into the present and the future. Thus, the actual temporal claim made by the progressive aspect is ambiguous as the time of orientation is normally "now," but the progressive can describe a recurring time, an unknown time, or an imaginary time. A fuller analysis and explanation for my inclusion of the progressive aspect is detailed in the analysis section below.
Data Collection
The data set for this study was obtained electronically (for a list of articles, see Appendix A). Articles were selected in April 2001 by using the keywords "corporate university" in the search guide and 1998-2001 in the date range. I searched for "all" publications but only chose those that contained full text online. I read through each article and eliminated those articles from the data set that were advertisements for specific products or corporations and those that had no reference to corporate universities as described in the above section. I also excluded book reviews. This left me with a data set of 27 articles. I added 3 articles to the data set-Peak (1997), , and Fresina (1997)-because of their topical relevance and because they have been cited in the literature as early articles on the topic. The articles' lengths ranged from one paragraph (Stuart, 1999) to seven pages (Fresina, 1997) . I read through each article and highlighted each claim the writer made about (I) the influence corporate universities have on organizational learning, (II) the influence corporate universities have on academic universities, and (III) the definition of corporate universities. As theorized above, the success of the corporate university as an ideology is dependent on the abilities of its promoters to disrupt and displace existing beliefs and practices, introduce new beliefs and practices, and then stabilize these within the new regime. Claims about the influence of corporate universities within topics I and II enacted the process of destabilizing existing beliefs and practices and introducing new ones in corporate (I) and academic (II) contexts. As these claims were about the influence, success, and application of the corporate university, they were claims for change and attempts to generate an expanded application for market-based education and training.
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• I used definitional claims about corporate universities (III) as a contrasting data set because I assumed that such claims would be relatively stabilized. To use Bazerman's term, the corporate university already existed as a "core concept" and was stabilized as a form of marketbased approach to education. By contrasting definitional claims (III) against influence claims (I) and (II), my goal was to examine discourse as it was being used to create change specifically within training and educational contexts. The following are example claims from each of the three categories:
• Claim about the influence of corporate universities on organizational learning (I) . The benefits of a corporate university include a competent work force-a competitive advantage in today's environment-and organizational depth and flexibility (Jones, 1999, p. 25) .
• Claim about the influence of corporate universities on academic universities (II) . Not only will many traditional business schools not survive, but the role of the management professor will differ fundamentally from what it is today (Moore, 1997, p. 77) .
• Claim to a definition of corporate university (III). It offers courses based on the organization's strategic goals for the future (Brands, 1999, p. 64) .
Following methods for discourse analysis (Brown & Yule, 1983; Fairclough, 1992; Gee, 1999; Titscher, Meyer, Wodak & Vetter, 2000; Wood & Kroger 2000) , I examined all verb phrases in each claim. In total, 243 claims emerged from the data set (121 claims about the influence of corporate universities on organizational learning, 66 claims about the influence of corporate universities on academic universities, and 56 claims that defined corporate universities).
Data Analysis
I highlighted and categorized modality in each claim. Following Fairclough's discussion, I also documented hedges and presuppositions. For example, the following paragraph (Example 1) is excerpted from Fresina (1997) . I have italicized presuppositions, modal auxiliaries, and hedges:
1. "The development of an organization and its people is at least as important as the organization's business strategies; some would argue more so. Fail to develop the people and the strategies remain bright ideas that might have been" (p. 1).
This example was categorized as (I) a claim about the influence of corporate universities on organizational learning. I highlighted the hedges, at least as and some, the modal auxiliaries would (possibility) and might (prediction). I also noted the presupposition that a firm's business strategies were important. I inferred that the paragraph claimed that human resources and training are essential to an organization.
My approach in examining these articles was empirical, qualitative, and interpretive. Some may object to an approach that overtly combines grammatical and pragmatic features. My rationale for combining such features comes from Wood and Kroger's (2000) argument that content and style cannot be separated. They argued, "style is how we (both users of language and discourse analysts) get from one type of content to another" (p. 7). Similarly, Titscher et al. (2000) argued that linguistic analysis can incorporate syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic levels of analysis (p. 24). However, they noted that in a discourse-analytic framework, linguistic analysis should incorporate examination of more than instances of cohesion and coherence but should also point to connections between linguistic and social structures (see also Kress & Hodge, 1979) . Thus, meaning and function, as well as ideology and power relations, are evident in both lexical and grammatical levels of discourse. As Titscher et al. (2000) wrote, such analysis "conceptualizes languages as a form of social practice, and attempts to make human beings aware of the reciprocal influences of language and social structure of which they are normally unaware" (p. 147).
Interrater Scoring
Dr. Stephen Dohney-Farina, a professor of technical communications in my department at Clarkson University, independently scored 10% of the claims (26 claims) from the data set. He was asked to identify the category of claim (I, II, or III) and to identify the targeted linguistic features in claims (modality, hedging, progressive aspect, presupposition) if present. For every claim, his categorizations corresponded with my own, and his analysis of the various linguistic features present in each claim corresponded identically with my own. Tables 2, 3 , and 4 summarize the results of the analysis by claim. Representative samples of the claims and their linguistic features are listed in Appendix B. Table 2 displays results from claims about the influence corporate universities have on organizational learning.
RESULTS
Only 8% of claims did not use some form of systemic modality (including progressive aspect). Forty-one percent of claims combined systemic modality or progressive aspect and presuppositions. I coded this combination "textual ambiguity + presupposition" (see below for analysis and description of textual ambiguity). Table 3 displays results from claims about the influence of corporate universities on academic universities. Only 4.5% of the claims about academic universities did not use some form of systemic modality (including progressive aspect). In addition, 54% of claims combined textual ambiguity with presuppositions. Table 4 displays results from claims that defined the corporate university. Among these claims, 60.7% did not use systemic modality or the progressive aspect, and only 3% of claims combined textual ambiguity with presuppositions.
ANALYSIS: MODALITY, STRATEGIC AMBIGUITY, AND IDEOLOGICAL RESOLUTION
As Titscher et al. (2000) argued, meaning making occurs at various linguistic levels, especially through the interplay of semantic features with pragmatic and syntactic features. In this section, I will argue that this interplay has an important function in these corporate university texts and, more generally, within discourses that are attempting to gain stability in contexts of change and transformation. As shown in Tables 2, 3 , and 4, claims for changing corporate and academic contexts relied more heavily on modality, hedging, and the progressive aspect than claims that defined the stabilized concept. In addition, and perhaps more importantly for this analysis, the claims for change (41% and 54%) employed a combination of modality (or hedging, progressive aspect) with presupposition. Only 5% of definitional claims used this combination.
The use of modality, hedging, and the progressive aspect constructed what can be termed a "strategic ambiguity" at key moments within these claims. This ambiguity creates the opportunity for multiple interpretations of the claim, leading to a degree of semantic/ topical instability. At the same time, the claims themselves do not offer an overt key for interpreting or resolving ambiguity. Instead, rather than providing a semantic/topical resolution, the modals are combined with presuppositions (or are closely followed by presuppositions). These presuppositions provide an ideological system for resolving ambiguity-if a reader agrees to (or fails to notice) the presumed ideology, the ambiguity appears to "naturally" resolve, and the texts become stabilized within the changed context. If the reader opposes the ideological presupposition, the ambiguity is not resolved. As a consequence, the context remains in flux and unstable. Table 5 depicts this process whereby textual ambiguity is constructed and then resolved by a presupposed ideology. In what follows, this section will explain how this process occurs by reviewing the pragmatic function of modality, hedging, the progressive aspect, and presupposition and by using examples from the data set. Quirk et al. (1985 Quirk et al. ( /1999 categorized two forms of modalityintrinsic modality and extrinsic, or epistemic, modality. Intrinsic modality (also called "root") refers to issues of permission, obligation, and volition (p. 219). This sense of modality identifies specific human control over events. Papafragou (2000) further described root modality as that which conveys "that a given state of affairs is considered possible or necessary in view of some (physical, moral, legal, social, or other) circumstances in the real world" (p. 520). For example, the statement "John can swim one mile" uses a root modal (can) because the claim is primarily about John's ability (physical, legal, temporal) to swim the mile. In opposition to root modality, extrinsic modality refers to possibility, necessity, and prediction concepts that do not primarily involve human control over events but necessitate human interpretation (Quirk et al., 1985 (Quirk et al., /1999 . For example, the statement "it will rain tonight" represents extrinsic modality because the possibility of rain is outside the speaker's control.
Modality
Although in some cases intrinsic and extrinsic modality can be usefully separated, modality can have both properties and may overlap (Papafragou, 2000, p. 520) . This overlap creates additional interpretive confusion as intrinsic (root) modality (permission/obligation/ volition) may be confused with extrinsic modality (possibility/necessity/prediction). In Example 2, "companies must invest heavily" (Stuart, 1999, p. 30) , the modal must represents both root and extrinsic modality because the source of its authority is undetermined. Similarly, in Example 3, "the corporate university will all affect these rules" (Moore, 1997, p. 77 ) the modal will is ambiguous because we do not know if it refers to volition (intrinsic) or necessity (extrinsic). Papafragou (2000) claimed that the ambiguity raised by this polysemy is resolved during the process of oral comprehension (p. 521). However, in written communication, the polysemy raised by root and extrinsic modality cannot be immediately resolved. This leads to an ambiguity in which modals of possibility or prediction, for example, stand in for claims to fact status, or modals of volition are confused by claims about necessity. This feature, whereby modality creates strategic ambiguity, is evident in Examples 4, 5, 6, and 7. These examples are representative and not inclusive of modal use in the data set. Again, I have italicized modals.
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4. "Plumeri seems confident the large university will give him a critical competitive advantage in completing the retraining swiftly and successfully" (Authers, 1999, p. 15 ). 5. "Those who receive or plan to receive outside funding indicated that funds will be derived mostly from marketing their innovative training programs" (Suzik, 1999, p. 22 ). 6. "Combining the capabilities of computers, the Internet and intranets, and satellite television should produce a formidable learning tool" (Meister, 1998a , p. 52). 7. "Using the title 'university' to describe these educational entities may not be just putting on airs" (Ross, 1998, p. 4) .
In these examples, the modals confuse possibility and prediction. This use can be compared with Example 8 (Mottl, 1999) , which makes a claim about the influence of corporate universities on academic universities without employing a systemic modal.
8. "RPI, using compressed video technology, now delivers degree programs from Boston University, Carnegie Mellon, Stanford, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to specified United HealthCare sites. RPI also arranges nondegree seminars, technical courses and desktop training in management and education for the two companies" (Mottl, 1999, p. 23) .
In contrast to the examples above (4, 5, 6, 7), the Example 8 uses finite verbs in present tense (delivers, arranges) to describe existing programs at these institutions. There is no ambiguity in the status of the programs as the verb phrase situates the activities in the present. The point here is not that this claim is more accurate or truthful but that rhetorically, the use of the present tense suggests a sense of stability and finality that modality does not achieve. Thus, in contexts of change, as discourses are used to create stability for various agendas, we can predict (note modality) a continuum of transition in the verb phrase from modality, to present tense, to possibly past tense as changing discourses become more stable and made more routine in daily discourse.
Hedging
In addition to modality, hedging can also create strategic ambiguity within claims. Wood and Kroger (2000) argued that hedging a claim is a "negative politeness strategy" because it makes a statement provisional in some way (p. 49). According to Wood and Kroger, a hedge "awaits acceptance by the readers" and assumes that there are alternatives to the claim the author makes (p. 49). However, Wood and Kroger also presented a competing argument by Myers (1989) , who showed how hedging is a common feature of scientific texts (pp. 13-15). In the case of scientific texts, hedging conveys a sense of objectivity, the lack of a personal stake in the research, and, potentially, a claim to status as new ideas are more often hedged. However, as Wood and Kroger noted, this sense of hedging is different from the provisional hedge first discussed because the scientific hedge "is not just oriented to the relation between writer and reader" (p. 49). In other words, hedges represent two different and yet potentially competing stances toward a claim. First, a hedge represents a negative politeness strategy in that it identifies a provisional claim that awaits acceptance. Second, a hedge represents a positive politeness strategy in that it suggests objectivity and personal disinterest toward specific claims.
Both of these strategies are evident in the data set. Below (Examples 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) are several examples of hedging found in the corporate university articles. These examples are representative and not inclusive. I have italicized the hedges.
9. "Every once in a while, a corporation takes the bold step of commissioning its corporate university to become a Prototype III force for the organization" (Fresina, 1997, p. 4) . 10. "Plumeri seems confident the large university will give him a critical competitive advantage in completing the retraining swiftly and successfully" (Authers, 1999, p. 15 (Meister, 1998b, p. 26) .
13. Some large companies . . . have built their own university systems boasting campuses worldwide" (Mottl, 1999, p. 23 ).
In these examples, the hedge mimics the politeness strategy of scientific report writing. However, the hedge also enables the writer to avoid specific data when generalizing claims. Example 14, excerpted from Sunoo (1998) Rather than listing actual numbers or percentages of corporate universities, Sunoo (1998) uses the hedges some, others, and many. In this context, the actual number of universities reflecting Sunoo's description remains unknown. In these examples, the hedge functions similarly to the modal auxiliary in that it allows the writer to create and operate within a strategic ambiguity, creating the appearance of certainty when no empirical evidence is cited.
Progressive Aspect
The progressive aspect is not regularly cited as an example of modality. Unlike traditional modality, which focuses on speaker or writer authority (Fairclough, 1989, p. 126) , the progressive aspect focuses on time. However, like modality, the progressive aspect introduces strategic ambiguity by not providing exact references to the start or completion of an activity. For example, in the following sentence (Example 15), the progressive aspect (is evolving) is used to situate the action in time. I have italicized the progressive in the example.
15. "Education is evolving into a business commodity with learners perceived increasingly as customers; the result is an increasingly competitive business education market" (Krapels, Ryan, & Lane, 1998, p. 126 ).
There is no specific time to mark when education started to evolve, nor is there a specific reference to when this evolution will be complete. The claim is presented as an ongoing, incomplete event. Yet, for the writer who is making a claim about the result of the evolution of education, the implications are assumed to be complete. Although the progressive aspect was not a dominant feature in these claims (25.6% in I, 13.6% in II), I have included it here because it did emerge as another method by which writers introduced textual ambiguity. I have also included this finding here because I could find little recorded or theorized about the progressive aspect, and I wish to introduce it as a potentially useful focus for discursive study.
This use of the progressive aspect as a method for creating textual ambiguity can be seen in the following examples (16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22) .
16. "Corporations increasingly are opening 'universities' of their own" (Ross, 1998, p. 4) . 17. "You can get a sense that corporations increasingly are becoming an educator of the masses" (Ross, 1998, p. 4 ). 18. "The impact is so profound . . . they are placing severe pressure for transformation on the nation's 3,700 institutions of higher education" (Ross, 1998, p. 4) . 19. "Because of rapid technological advances, companies increasingly are embracing employee education" (Sunoo, 1998, p. 16 ). 20. "They also are shaping corporate culture and fostering the development of intangible skills" (Sunoo, 1998, p. 16 ). 21. "Many corporations are also looking for ways to anticipate and adapt to the challenges of the new global economy" (Anonymous, 2000, p. 13 ). 22. "Corporate universities are emerging as pioneers in market-driven education" (Anonymous, 2000, p. 13 ).
In these examples, the progressive aspect provides a similar function as the modal auxiliary in that it establishes an ambiguous claim to fact. When accompanied by the intensifier increasingly the claim becomes even more ambiguous. In the same way, as extrinsic modality hedges between necessity, possibility, and prediction, the progressive aspect in these examples hedge issues of time and fact completion. The temporal frame for the pressure placed on academic universities (Example 18), the corporate embrace of employee education (Example 19), and the shaping of corporate culture (Example 20) has neither a definitive temporal start or finish. Like modality and hedging, the progressive aspect looks to other aspects of the claim (or context) for resolution.
Presupposition
Brown and Yule (1983) defined presupposition as the "assumptions the speaker makes about what the hearer is likely to accept without challenge" (p. 29). This function allows writers to assume stable status about elements within a claim without actually addressing the elements themselves. In addition, as Fairclough (1992) has shown, intertextual presupposition often carries ideological assumptions as the presupposition inserts a taken-for-granted discourse within a separate claim (p. 121). Presuppositions can carry significant ideological salience within texts as they establish the ideological framework by which the more overt claims operate. This ideological salience was discussed by Rommetveit (1974) , who used the term prolepsis to describe occurrences when texts create a "temporary shared social world" that is based on "premises tacitly induced by the speaker" (p. 87). This "shared, taken for granted meaning" (p. 87) assumes a common understanding and cultural experience between speakers and an audience. The audience shares sufficient outside (deictic) references with the speaker (what Fairclough refers to as "intertextual references") so that both speaker and audience coconstruct a context for interpretation. Rommetveit (1974) wrote that in such an interpretative environment, the audience is made "an insider of a tacitly expanded shared here-and-now" (p. 88). This insiderness is created precisely because the social reality shared by the speaker and the audience is taken for granted rather than explicitly spelled out by the speaker.
In the case of corporate university claims, the common social framework assumes the kinds of tensions that would require increased workplace training and an increased role for corporations in academic higher education. For example, the following passage (Example 23) from Meister (1998b) positions topical claims within intertextual presuppositions. I have underlined presuppositions in the example.
23. "As companies face rapidly changing technologies, increased customer expectations, and escalating competitive pressures, the workplace is becoming a dynamic, interdependent one, where thinking and acting must be done by all employees. The increase of knowledge workers pervades our workplace. While many jobs may still entail manual skills, they now also require theoretical knowledge that must be refreshed on a continuous basis. In fact, Peter Drucker estimates that knowledge workers will comprise two thirds of the work force by the end of this century" (p. 25).
The ideology presupposed by Meister (1998b) is indicative of the discourse of the new (fast) capitalism as described by Gee et al. (1996) . This ideology is asserted through presuppositions that resolve the text's strategic ambiguity. As noted above, the use of modals, hedges, and the progressive aspect creates a strategic ambiguity because the modal cannot easily be identified as intrinsic or extrinsic, the hedge creates the appearance of stability, and the progressive aspect obscures issues of time and fact completion. However, if the audience accepts the ideology presupposed within the text, the strategic ambiguity is resolved and the claim becomes stabilized. In other words, if the audience shares the social vision of the writer, the text becomes naturalized and uncontroversial. Thus, if one adopts the ideology of the new capitalism, the strategic ambiguity created by "is becoming," "must," "estimates," and "will" is resolved as fact. The ideology thus stabilizes the discourse as it displaces other competing interpretations, turning the assumed perspective into common sense. In a second example from another article in the data set, uses the phrase "the changes we will witness will be as dramatic as those that the health care industry has seen since the 1970s" (p. 77). The presupposition that the changes are evident resolves the ambiguity of "will" as necessity rather than prediction. In another article, which uses the phrase "large companies could see as much as 40% to 50% of their upper management departing within the next five years" (Anonymous, 2000, p. 13) , "could" is ideologically resolved as necessary rather than prediction.
The following examples (24, 25) from Jones (1999) provide further examples of how intertextual presupposition resolved strategic ambiguity:
24. "As it began planning, the credit union saw that a university could be more than just a method to train, track, and reward" (p. 26).
In Example 24, the modal auxiliary could suggests possibility, yet the rationale for why the credit union university would "be more than just a method to train, track, and reward" is ambiguous. Therefore, could may be resolved as either volition or necessity.
25. "The best news however, is that employees want to be trained. They are enthusiastic about learning new skills. They want to be more than competent in their jobs-they want to be proficient. Employees want to know how their jobs relate to others in the credit union, and they want to know how they can make a difference" (p. 26).
In Example 25, the text uses the stative verb want, and the modal can (possibility). Quirk et al. (1985 Quirk et al. ( /1999 describe want as a verb denoting a private state that "can only be subjectively verified" (p. 202). In this case, want denotes a state of emotion or attitude. Topically, Jones is creating a rhetorical vision that ascribes specific values for employees. The statement functions to shift the current perspectives of people within the credit union. As such, it is a destabilizing rhetoric that creates a degree of ambiguity in how people might perceive the way the credit union university is currently fulfilling its role and in the perspectives and competencies of credit union employees. When claiming that employees desire training, the text employs multiple presuppositions. These presuppositions assume that employees desire training, employees are not fully proficient in their jobs, their jobs are interrelated, and individual employees can make a difference in the organization. If readers accept the presuppositions, the need to change the role of the university and the need to adopt a different perspective about employee training becomes obvious/naturalized. In such a case, the discourse becomes stabilized and part of everyday common discourse within the credit union. However, if readers resist the presupposition, they are positioned against the new ideology, forced to argue that they do not want to improve, do not want to be better educated, and do not want to make a difference within the organization. As Rommetveit (1974) showed, such resistance positions the employee as an outsider, as someone who does not share the values of the new organization. In terms defined by the new capitalism, such outsiders must determine if they are "eager to stay" or "ready to leave." In addition to the role they play in resolving the text's strategic ambiguity, presuppositions play one further ideological role within these texts. This secondary role is performed in two successive steps. First, writers will presuppose that the conditions of the new capitalist ideology have created business, organizational, economic, or global chaos, and the solution to this chaos is the corporate university. Second, writers will assume the conditions of the new capitalist ideology and then argue that these conditions require a corporate university system. The following examples (26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32) demonstrate these uses of presuppositions in the data set. I have underlined the presuppositions.
26. "Corporate universities-educational organizations established and run by a corporation to educate all employees, customers, and suppliers-are being fueled by the increase in continuous learning among working adult students, the growth in Internet based learning, and dissatisfaction by business leaders with the status quo of higher education" (Suzik, 1999, p. 22) . 27. "A further problem employers must contend with is that employees no longer expect a 'job for life' but do expect to gain extra skills and qualifications" (Authers, 1999, p. 15) . 28. "As the business world has become more complex and jobs more technical many large corporations have turned away from simple on-thejob training to more formalized education formats" (Shah et al., 2001, p. 22) . 29. "People are making choices to find more meaning in their work and become more employable as job security decreases" (Shah et al., 2001, p. 22) . 30. "The shelf life of knowledge and the solutions proposed by corporate universities have significant implications for training professionals" (Meister, 1998a, p. 52) . 31. "An increasing number of growing businesses are starting their own 'universities'-ongoing skill-enhancement programs that draw on both internal and external resources to train new employees and keep veteran ones current with a rapidly changing business environment" (Fenn, 1999, p. 95) . 32. "Because modern technologies change so quickly, the skills your employees have today may be obsolete tomorrow" (Chase, 1998, p. 120 ).
This assumed uncertainty plays a key role in these corporate university texts. On one hand, firms are being told that they need to find ways to retain their highly mobile and valuable employees because the business environment is ever changing and hypercompetitive. On the other hand, employees are being told to keep their skills and knowledge up to date because in a changing, global, hypercompetitive economy companies no longer provide life-long employment. Gee et al. (1996) described this contradiction as an "asocial independent entrepreneur contracting out her or his own work who must, ironically, be strongly collaborative when on the job" (p. 35). This paradox is clear in a short passage from the data set, written by Garger (1999) : "skilled, knowledgeable employees have always been an organization's greatest asset, but retaining them is now its greatest challenge" (p. 36). Yet, two sentences further on, Garger argued, "The entire employer-employee relationship has changed dramatically.
Employees know that the responsibility for their careers lies in the ability to stay abreast of critical knowledge and skills" (p. 36). The result of this ideology is the dual assumption that (a) employers need to educate and socialize their employees to instill company loyalty, and (b) employees need to continually educate themselves to remain employable. Not surprisingly, the proponents of corporate universities are the major benefactors of both of these assumptions.
CONCLUSION: DESCRIPTIVE AND CRITICAL STUDIES OF CHANGE
This article proposes that in specific cases, change is accomplished by asserting textual ambiguity that is resolved through an ideological (intertextual) presupposition. There are both descriptive and critical conclusions to be drawn from this study. First, as a descriptive study, this research proposes specific roles for syntactic and pragmatic textual features in contexts of change. Specifically, it suggests that change can be initiated through modality and the use of the progressive aspect. These features construct the ambiguity, which enables conditions for change. This ambiguity must then be resolved either in favor of the proposed change or in resistance to the change. This process expands our understanding of the ways discourses attempt to gain legitimacy in contested spaces, and it points to how advocates of change attempt to integrate their discourses into everyday, commonsense assumptions, thereby stabilizing their discourse and their social visions in contested, transitioning spaces. It is often assumed such a process takes place in the semantic realm as competing ideas and concepts are proffered for acceptance. However, this study shows that the terrain of such discursive struggles is not always semantic or topical but can be pragmatic and syntactic.
At the same time, a more critical perspective can be concerned with the process by which this textual ambiguity is resolved. These results offer that changes stabilized by presuppositions or other pragmatic features may characterize technologized texts, texts designed to create social change without input, democratic participation, or consensus building. Lyotard (1979; see also Fairclough 1992 see also Fairclough , 1996 was critical of what he saw as an emerging discourse that emphasized technological rationalization over other forms of decision making that build, support, and sustain a social bond (see Note 2). As a critical analysis, the discursive process examined here contributes to and helps explain and identify Lyotard's description as the process of stabilizing meaning through a presupposed ideology overtly avoids opportunities for input or participation. For example, in the texts examined here, the authors' presuppositions enforce the rationalization of a fast-capitalist worldview and tie interpretation and a certain degree of text comprehension to adopting that worldview. This is not to claim that all uses of modality are inappropriate or unethical. Instead, discourse analysts and others interested in and influenced by issues of persuasion, change, and transformation should be cautious when they encounter modality or textual ambiguity that is paired with ideological (intertextual) presupposition.
Continuing with this dual perspective, on one hand, this article has described several characteristics of texts associated with change and how such texts are used to stabilize an emerging ideology. At the same time, the research presented here is also an example of what Herndl and Nahrwold (2000) described as an intervention into this rhetorical production (p. 277). In other words, this article is also an advocate for a more critical scholarship that is engaged with examining and critiquing the discursive processes that construct change to demonstrate when and how these discourses have been formed for the selfinterested use and benefit of particular individuals and groups. Such studies can help us better understand how these discourses create forms of power and control in contexts of social change and transformation. Continuing in this critical final direction, I hope that this study will encourage others to conduct critical, discursive examinations of ideological texts and technologized texts, especially texts about continued corporate and market influences on education. Such work promises useful and informative insights into competing educational beliefs, expectations, and ambitions. Future studies may provide insights into other processes of textual colonization and expansion and concurrent studies into processes of resistance and rejection. Such studies are important to further our understanding about the ways discourses compete within and against each other for dominance and power and to examine the ways some of our own critical discourses may be engaged in this same struggle. Not only will many traditional business schools not survive but the role of the management professor will differ fundamentally from what it is today (p. 77).
The changes we will witness will be as dramatic as those that the health care industry has seen since the 1970s (p. 78).
Modal auxiliary (would, will) Modal auxiliary (will, will) Modal auxiliary (will, will) Meister (2001) If the current pace of growth continues, the number of corporate universities will exceed the number of traditional universities within the next decade, and possibly sooner (p. B10).
On the other hand, the increasingly competitive higher education environment presents a significant threat to an industry that has had a monopoly since the Middle Ages. 
APPENDIX B (continued)
Author Claim Device NOTES 1. Some may have difficulty accepting a concept or an intellectual model as a technology in the same way as Bazerman articulates electric lighting as a technology. However, as Fairclough (1992) has shown, language is often used in highly specialized, strategic, and refined ways to create efficient and rational solutions to perceived human problems. Fairclough used the term "discourse technologies" to describe this conscious design of discourse (p. 216), and my own study considers this type of discourse in the conclusion. In this sense, technology refers to a rationalist desire for efficiency and control (see, e.g., Weber's [1930 Weber's [ /1958 "rational constructs") and technical method. This use of the term opposes technology to less efficient forms of decision making, such as democratic input or consensus-driven models. Discourse technologies involve the creation of strategic hybrid discourses (e.g., medical interview/religious text; counseling session/political speech), which are designed for the efficient achievement of power, often in socially fragmented spaces (pp. 220-221). Such practices are not transparent but are highly specialized and refined to have strategic effects on people.
2. Such linguistic-based analysis is not new to studies of written communication, as a brief survey of recent work indicates (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995; Crammond, 1998; Downs, 2002; Hyland, 2001; Vande Kopple, 1998 Van Wijk & Sanders, 1999 ). Yet, as Giltrow (1998) has noted, since the mid-1980s, qualitative study and ethnography have become "the dominant methodology" of studies of business writing (p. 265). These accounts have provided compelling and significant insights into the behaviors, attitudes, and practices of business writers. However, Giltrow noted that ethnographic work has also tended to deflect attention away from texts themselves as researchers have overlooked pertinent textual or linguistic features from their studies. Citing textspecific studies about scientific writing (Bazerman, 1988; Myers, 1990; Swales, 1990 ), Giltrow called for more specific textual examinations of business texts as a way to balance and inform qualitative and ethnographic work (p. 265). Thus, my own study responds to Giltrow's concern by examining the linguistic features of corporate university texts. In addition, by focusing on linguistic features, this study expands what Alvesson and Kärreman (2000) have called "the linguistic turn" in organizational research. Alvesson and Kärreman noted that "the proper understanding of societies, social institutions, identities, and even cultures may be viewed as discursively constructed ensembles of texts" (p. 137). However, much of the work Alvesson and Kärreman promote remains focused on content or semantic features rather than pragmatic or syntactic features. Halliday (1994) has called this topical focus a "running commentary on a text," which, he claims, without grammatical insight, remains only a partial analysis of both the text and social context that informs that text (p. xvi).
3. A central focus of this "new capitalist discourse" is the knowledge worker, alternatively defined by as "cosmocrats" and by Reich (1991) as "symbolic analytic workers." The new capitalist discourse claims that this new kind of employee makes firms competitive by leveraging knowledge to quickly invent, create, distribute, and market goods and services (Gee, Hull, & Lankshear, 1996, p. 5) . Often, these goods and services are not tangible assets or products, but advice, "solutions," or other forms of high profit, low-cost knowledge commodities. Knowledge workers are reported to be empowered, self-motivated, and innovative technological leaders. However, as Gee et al. (1996) note, this description of the new employee is somewhat paradoxical as the discourse simultaneously creates people who are highly ambitious and wholly independent yet somehow loyal to struggling, risky, and continually changing business ventures.
4. Proponents of an expanding role for corporate models within academic universities have not been unchallenged. Aronowitz (2000) argued against corporate education proposals, claiming that the corporate university confuses education with training, grant revenue with knowledge production, and grades and job offers with learning (p. 159). Similarly, Jarvis (2001) wrote that corporate universities are "education and training establishments that will lead to a form of capitalist cultural reproduction rather than centers of democratic criticality that we might expect from the more traditional university" (p. 128). Corporate models of education have been seen to be responsible for the decline of humanities programs on many campuses (Parenti, 2000) , and writers have offered ways to resist corporate power on campuses, ranging from student-led movements to divest universities from companies that engage in unethical business practices (Ni & Apple, 2000) to critiques of campus procurement (Kniffin, 2000) and licensing agreements (Benjamin, 2000) . 
